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Home workout: How to train like a
supermodel
By Stuart Marsh • a day ago
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From casting shoots to runway shows, supermodels are expected to be in top-
notch shape all year round – no matter whether they're doing high-fashion in
Paris or swimsuits in Monaco.

And yes, while every model is by definition genetically blessed – it isn't easy to find
time to train when you're constantly jet-setting between glamorous locations.

So do supermodels even work out like the rest of us mere mortals, are do they
simply swan around in perfect make-up and hair without an ounce of effort?

As Ricardo Riskalla, head personal trainer at IMG models and founder of RawFit
explains – they do, but it isn’t exactly easy.

"Yes, supermodels are mere mortals and like anybody, they need to train and
train even harder than you think," Riskalla tells Coach.

"Although harder doesn’t mean faster, with more weights or for a longer time.
Harder means being consistent even when travelling overseas, and models travel
a lot, it is part of the job."

Set your alarm and always work out early

With glamorous parties to attend and late-night runway shows to walk at, you'd
think that most models would reserve their early mornings for some much needed
beauty sleep.

But as Riskalla explains, the one thing many models have in common is a love for
working up a sweat while the sparrows are chirping.

"Due to the hard schedules, I highly recommend my model clients to exercise first
thing in the morning before anything happens, because if training is left for last, it
might and probably won’t happen," says Riskalla.

"Not to mention that being a model is very physical and after a long day at work
the body can be very tired.

Think about standing up for hours without end in front of a camera, and that will
give you an idea of what it's like."

Target your sessions to your body

Want a little more muscle on your legs? How about the kind of rock-solid posture
that makes you look confident in any room? What about one or two centimetres
off your waist?

If you want to train like a supermodel, these are the kind of questions you'll need
to ask yourself. As Riskalla explains, each training session for a model is tailored to
shape their "ideal" body, and it can get really specific.

"Modelling and training are a good mix but like anything related to beauty if
overdone can look cheap. My work as a trainer is to create a harmonious body
with the right proportions," says Riskalla.

"To do that I measure my clients’ whole body before every single session and
adapt the session towards what needs to be done. That’s how specific training for
models can be.

We are talking about centimetres here and there that need to be reduced or
increased to perfection."

Dial in your diet, then focus on technique

You could have the most perfect training plan, tailored exactly to your body
shape, and still fail. Why? Because your diet is letting you down by undoing all the
great progress you make during your workouts.

"The most common mistake that people do when training themselves is to go too
hard, too long and with the wrong diet," says Riskalla.

 "Training is like the cherry on the cake. Training is used to reduce and increase
body parts but if the diet is not correct nothing will happen. Simple as that."

 When most supermodels train, the focus isn't on lifting double their bodyweight or
fly-kicking a heavy ga like a ninja, it's about shaping the body and building rock-
solid endurance.

"Training for models and supermodels is not about high intensity, it is about great
technique and long repetition," explains Riskalla.

"It is about the right sequence of exercises put in the right sequence."

The at-home supermodel workout

If you're keen to give supermodel training a try, Riskalla has put together a
workout that anybody can try at home or down at your local park – no
equipment needed.

"Here is a workout that I created with a great client of mine, Sigourney Cantelo,
from Beauticate," says Riskalla.

"Please repeat the exercises for five minutes each."

1. Leg tuck

(Image: Ricardo Riskalla / Sigourney Cantelo via Beauticate)

2. Ballet Plie

(Image: Ricardo Riskalla / Sigourney Cantelo via Beauticate)

3. Lunges

(Image: Ricardo Riskalla / Sigourney Cantelo via Beauticate)

4. Bicycle kicks

(Image: Ricardo Riskalla / Sigourney Cantelo via Beauticate)

5. Model thighs

(Image: Ricardo Riskalla / Sigourney Cantelo via Beauticate)
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